2017 SALT CITY BBQ FESTIVAL COOK’S PACKET
KCBS BARBEQUE COMPETITION (TEAMS THAT ARE VENDING: WE WILL BE IN
CONTACT WITH YOU IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE AFTER WE MEET WITH THE
HEALTH DEPARTMENT) OPPORTUNITIES FOR VENDING ARE FILLING UP
QUICKLY PLEASE SUBMIT APPLICATION ASAP
The contest is sanctioned by the Kansas City Barbecue Society. See the KCBS Rules and Regulations handbook for
detailed information governing this competition:
http://www.kcbs.us/downloads/rules_reg_2017_with_dec_edit.pdf The event will begin with turn-in promptly
at 12:00 noon on Saturday. There is a mandatory team meeting Friday 7:30pm. Meat will be inspected Friday as
inspectors are available and as teams arrive.
FRIDAY

LOAD IN IS 8 AM

TEAM MEETING 6:00PM

POT LUCK 7:30 PM

SATURDAY

9:22 AM Morning Toast
10:30 AM Judges Meeting
12:00 PM Chicken Turn-In
12:30 PM Pork Ribs Turn-In
1:00 PM Pork Butt/Shoulder Turn-In
1:30 PM Beef Brisket Turn-In
2:00 PM KidsQ
4:00 PM Awards presentation at the Stage

KCBS Payout table
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GENERAL INFORMATION
All teams are invited to a pot luck dinner Friday night around 7:30pm (right after the Team Meeting). Continental
breakfast with coffee will be provided Saturday morning.
Ice will be available as needed; our staff will be making runs in the morning and additional bags will be available.
All equipment, trailers and RV’s must fit into your competition space.
Electricity for light general use only (such as lighting) is provided at no cost. Please bring 100’ of extension cord
(the heavier the gage the better) and outdoor rated splitters for your electrical hookup. Hookup of refrigerators,
deep fryers, and AC units is not allowed. If you have higher electrical requirements than general lighting you
must bring your own quiet generator. Water is available for free (you must provide hoses and “y” connectors).
Water pressure might be low at times due to existing infrastructure.
KCBS representatives will inspect each site. A three bin sanitation station, wash, rinse, and disinfect (one cap of
bleach per gallon of water) will be checked at meat inspection. Proper storage of meat is required. It must be
maintained below 40°F or above 140°F. Proper handling of food is required. A thermometer and fire extinguisher
(inspected or purchased in the last year, tape receipt to the extinguisher) are required on site.
TEAMS WHO ARE NOT VENDING:
Distribution of food samples to the general public at any time is forbidden due to health department codes.
Discreetly giving food samples to friends and family within your competition space is allowed. Vending and
sampling is possible. Communicate to us if you want this opportunity (we encourage this). The public has said
they come to this festival to interact with the teams and have the opportunity to taste the teams cooking. We are
providing this opportunity to the teams and the public. Please discuss this with us and we can make it happen if
you let us know in time. THANKS!!
TEAMS WHO ARE VENDING: As a condition to vend you MUST provide a meal for the public to receive in
exchange for their ticket. In order to take tickets from the public (that will be redeemed to the teams at
$10/ticket at the end of the day), you must provide a meal (meat and two sides). You will be competing with
other teams to get the tickets. Selling other items by themselves is allowed BUT, to get the $10. You must provide
a meal if you take a ticket. We do not want our public complaining that they did not get a meal. We will be
coordinating with a local meat supplier in case you need to replenish. Please submit a menu that you will be
serving for the meals so we can tell our meat suppliers what meats to have on hand.
Load times are Friday any time BETWEEN 8AM AND 5:30PM. Overnight security will be provided so teams can set
up Friday and come back on Saturday. Power and water will be available Friday.
All vehicles that do not fit in your space must be removed from the competition area and parked in the lots
across the street. Please obey areas that are taped off, these are unsuitable for traffic. We must keep travel lanes
open in case of medical or fire emergency. Refusal to move vehicles are grounds for disqualification and towing.
Smokers, trailers and RV’s that fit in your space or have been pre-approved can stay in the competition area.

